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ABSTRACT: containerization and orchestration tools like Kubernetes allow enterprises to automate many aspects
of application lifecycle, especially deployment, significant business benefits. However, these new deployments are
also vulnerable to attacks and introduce new exploits from hackers and insiders, making Kubernetes security a
crucial component for every deployment. We perform a study analyzing privilege escalation to root in containers
running on Kubernetes. Based on the results we create a solution that can eliminate this type of attack.
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INTRODUCTION
Lately, microservice based architecture has proven to be the most reliable and scalable approach to developing an
application. With the popularity of small apps, the solution to maintain them was found - Kuberntes. Kubernetes is
an orchestration tool that can easily manage thousands deployments and scale and container-based workload. With
wide adoption by many organization and major cloud companies, it has exploded onto the technology scene over the
last couple of years. Once Kubernetes has become the new industry standard, hackers and malicious organisations
also did’t miss the chance. Attacks for crypto mining, ransomware, service disruption and data stealing will continue
to be launched in the new container based virtualized environments in both public and private clouds. In the recent
days even such large company as Tesla was affected by hacker’s interest to Kubernetes clusters. "The hackers had
infiltrated Tesla's Kubernetes console which was not password protected," RedLock researchers wrote. "Within one
Kubernetes pod, access credentials were exposed to Tesla's AWS environment which contained an Amazon S3
(Amazon Simple Storage Service) bucket that had sensitive data such as telemetry" [1,2].
BACKGROUND
A. Kubernetes basics

Kubernetes is tool, which automates the updates, deployment and monitors containers. Kubernetes is supported by
all major container management and cloud platforms such as Red Hat OpenShift, IBM Cloud, AWS EKS and
Google Cloud. Here are some of the key things to know about Kubernetes:
 Master Node. A server that manages the deployment of pods the Kubernetes worker node cluster.
 Worker Node. Servers that typically run the app containers or other Kubernetes components, they are also
called slaves or minions sometimes.
 Pods. A single deployment and addressability unit in Kubernetes. A pod can have one or more containers and
their own IP addresses.
 Services. A service functions as a proxy to its underlying pods and requests can be load balanced across
replicated pods.
 System Components. Key components that are used to manage a Kubernetes cluster include the API Server,
Kubelet, and etcd. Each of these components are the most likely targets for the attack.
B. Kubernetes Networking Basics

Kubernetes’ main concept in networking is that every pod has routable IP address (Fig. 1). Plug-ins for
Kubernetes take care of routing requests internally between host machines to appropriate pods. Kubernetes pods can
be accessed from outside only through a load balancer, service or ingress controller, which routes the traffic to the
correct pod.
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Fig. 1. Kubernetes architecture diagram
DNAT and Load balancing help to make connections to the correct pod. Pods communicate with each other over
the network overlay. Encapsulation is used for packets, where appropriate headers are added to get them to the
appropriate destination, where the encapsulation is removed.
Having all that overlay, being dynamically handled by Kubernetes, it is extremely difficult to monitor network
traffic, and even more difficult to secure it [3].
C. Container Inspection

Attacks in containerized environments usually utilize malicious processes and privilege escalations to execute
an attack or spread it. Exploits of vulnerabilities in the Linux kernel, libraries, packages, or applications can result
in suspicious activity inside the container.
Each application in a container has a defined set of functions and it is built with only the needed libraries and
packages, detecting suspicious file system activity and processes should be much more accurate.
Inspecting container file system activity, processes and suspicious behavior is crucial in container security.
Reverse shells, port scanning or privilege escalations should all be detected at the beginning. Some of these
detections should be built-in and also include a baseline behavioral learning process which can identify unusual
processes based on previous activity [3].
ESCALATION CAUSE ANALYSIS
Since every container running in Kubernetes is running on Docker, there’s always a possibility of other libraries
being compromised. Hence, “compromised container = compromised cluster” we should take seriously protection
of Docker containers running on production grade environments like Kubernetes. The best and simplest security
measure that could be taken is avoid running containers as root user. Let’s break down why is it important.
A. Non-root containers

When application is running on the host machine, it is normally understood why isolation between the root user
and non-privileged users is required. If application is run as a root, if breached, it can easily wreak the system, by
modifying system files, stopping or launching privileged processes and so on. A lot of Linux daemons remove
privileges in the early setup stages, for example the Nginx daemon forks and runs as the unprivileged www-data
user.
Containers have just simplified the privilege separation. Separate runtime is given to each container and it’s
isolated by Linux namespaces with a set of capabilities. Every application is run in a separate container, and can be
considered to be safe to use in the container.
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Therefore it has accidently become a common practice to run application with root user and most of the Docker
images don’t change to unprivileged user. However, a very important security layer is eliminated in such cases. It’s
even more true, considering that there’s no real reasoning to why, such images should be run as root.
On the other hand, there are container platforms that run all their containers as unprivileged users by default.
OpenShift is a great example, that only allows its users to use images with support for a random, non-root user.
Some containerized applications can remove root privilege, changing the root user to a non-privileged straight
after the setup. This allows them to rely on file permissions, based on users and prevents access to sensitive
information (e.g. configuration files, processes) in the containers. Such preventions, really limit the damage, that
can be done to a compromised container. A great example of such design is Jenkins image. [4].
Nonetheless, using a non-root user in containers is a crucial security precaution to prevent container breakout.
In most container runtimes root user is shared between the host machine and containers. This is not a problem,
because the container processes are sandboxed using Linux capabilities and Linux namespaces such as PID, net,
mount and IPC. However, when kernel doesn’t distinct the user or group IDs of the host and the container,
vulnerabilities in the container, that exposes everything from the host to a container process, creates real trouble.
Simply speaking, a container breakout is more likely to happen for processes running as root.
In this situation, any attacker’s process will be able to change files on the system, without further escalating
privileges to the root user. [5].
ROOT PRIVILAGES ESCALATION METHOD
Root-privilege escalation can be performed in a number of different ways. These are some of them:
 System libraries’ (runC, libC) vulnerabilities exploitation
 Improper following of symbolic links
 Usage of same volumes for different containers
 Go programming language vulnerabilities
 Docker vulnerabilities
 Default unsecure configuration problem
 Natively Kubernetes security issues
In this particular case we’ll look at root privilege escalation using known Kubernetes vulnerability in kubelet
v1.13.6 and v1.14.2. This versions are still broadly used by both cloud providers and on-premise deployments.
A. So What Is Kubelet?

Kubelet is an agent, that’s present on every Kubernetes server. Kubelet takes a PodSpec which is a description
of pod resource. PodSpec is usually described in a form of a YAML file. Kubelet makes sure that every file with
pod description is successfully transformed into a healthy running pod.
B. Exploitation process

Every container that is deployed in Kubernetes environment is usually created with a user that is specified in the
respective Dockerfile. Hovewer, Kubernetes includes native handling for this and gives a possibility to specify a
user in PodSpec file or configure the container to avoid running as root user. So the regular behavior is for
Kubernetes to start the container with user in the dockerfile if nothing else was specified in PodSpec (like
runAsUser: <uid> or mustRunAsNonRoot:true). But sometimes the image can be run as root instead. These are
some of the scenarios:
 explicitly specified runAsUser pods are unaffected and continue to work properly
 runAsUser setting that is forced by podSecurityPolicies keeps containers unaffected and works properly
 If mustRunAsNonRoot:true is specified, the container will refuse to start as uid 0, this can affect availability
 If runAsUser or mustRunAsNonRoot:true are not specified, pods will run as uid 0 on restart or if the image
was pulled to the node previously
C. Steps to reproduce

In order to reproduce this issue, security analyst or malicious user needs to have access to pod resources and ability
to create them in the cluster. He can have access to any given namespace. To reproduce this problem minikube will
instance will be created (Fig 2)
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Fig. 2. Minikube instance creation process
After environment for reproduction is ready, we need to prepare a test pod resource YAML file. Example of a
YAML file (Fig 3):

Fig. 3. Example of exploit YAML file
It’s a simple pod resource that has a base image of memcached:latest, which has it’s process run as memcached
user. Snippets of Dockerfile confirming that (Fig 4, Fig 5):

Fig.4. First snippet of memcached Dockerfile

Fig.5. Second snippet of memcached Dockerfile
So, it’s clear that the container should be executed with memcache user, specified in the Dockerfile. According
to the reproduction steps, if the container will restart, next time it will be executed with uid 0, the command with
args in the Pod YAML file simulates just that. It displays the uid of the user that container is running under and then
waits 30 seconds and restarts. After the restart it should be executed by root. The proof of this concept is available
on Fig 6.
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Fig. 6. Proof of exploit
The container was restarted 2 times and according to the logs it is executed with uid 0, so we can verify that expoit
works, which verifies that some security measures should be taken in order to protect any existing Kubernetes
cluster.
MITIGATIONS
A. Avoidance

This problem exists on the level of the core Kubernetes component, so this is Kubernetes development team
responsibility to patch it in the next release. However there are some security measures that can be taken before the
patch version release:




Specify runAsUser directives in pods to control the uid a container runs as
Specify mustRunAsNonRoot:true directives in pods to prevent starting as root (note this means the attempt
to start the container will fail on affected kubelet versions)
Downgrade kubelets to v1.14.1 or v1.13.5 as instructed by your Kubernetes distribution.

CONCLUSION
Containerization brings a lot of benefits to the industry, speeds up the development and deployment processes
and improves the workflow. Needless to say how Kubernetes has changed production deployment management,
improved usability and scalability of various applications and became popular among small businesses and large
enterprise companies like Google and Tesla.
However, all the rapid development brings new horizons for hackers and security breaches. Therefore, it’s always
important to treat security seriously, take minimal measures to ensure no stupid misconfiguration or mistake will
result in resource loses [10].
Therefore in recently created environments, like Kubernetes, security measures have to be taken even more
seriously and every plugin or configuration for a more secure environment should be inspected and enforced.
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